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Many experiments have reported a perceptual advantage for vowels presented in blocked-versus

mixed-voice conditions. Nusbaum and colleagues [Nusbaum and Morin (1992). in Speech Percep-
tion, Speech Production, and Linguistic Structure, edited by Y. Tohkura, Y. Sagisaka, and E. Vati-

kiotis-Bateson (OHM, Tokyo), pp. 113–134; Magnuson and Nusbaum (2007). J. Exp. Psychol.

Hum. Percept. Perform. 33(2), 391–409] present results which suggest that the size of this advant-

age may be related to the facility with which listeners can detect speaker changes, so that combina-

tions of less similar voices can result in better performance than combinations of more similar

voices. To test this, a series of synthetic voices (differing in their source characteristics and/or form-

ant-spaces) was used in a speeded-monitoring task. Vowels were presented in blocks made up of

tokens from one or two synthetic voices. Results indicate that formant-space differences, in the

absence of source differences between voices in a block, were unlikely to result in the perception of

multiple voices, leading to lower accuracy and relatively faster reaction times. Source differences

between voices in a block resulted in the perception of multiple voices, increased reaction times,

and a decreased negative effect of formant-space differences between voices on identification accu-

racy. These results are consistent with a process in which the detection of speaker changes guides

the appropriate or inappropriate use of extrinsic information in normalization.
VC 2012 Acoustical Society of America. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4747011]

PACS number(s): 43.71.An, 43.71.Bp [JMH] Pages: 3453–3464

I. INTRODUCTION

There is a many-to-many relationship between vowel

categories and the acoustic characteristics listeners use to

determine vowel quality (Peterson and Barney 1952). Pro-

ductions of a single vowel category by different speakers

might be very different acoustically, just as productions of

different vowel categories by different speakers might be

very similar acoustically. Differences in production between

speakers may arise from differences in speaker gender, size,

age, dialect, or any number of other factors. Despite poten-

tially large differences in the acoustic characteristics of a

vowel when produced by different people, listeners generally

identify vowel tokens with good accuracy. Even for isolated

vowels, free from any consonantal context, identification can

be quite high (Assmann et al., 1982; Macchi, 1980; Rakerd

et al., 1984). However, it is well known that for a given set

of listening conditions, speech presented in a mixed-voice

condition tends to be identified less accurately and more

slowly than when similar stimuli are presented blocked by

voice (Assmann et al., 1982; Creelman, 1957; Magnuson

and Nusbaum, 2007; Mullennix, Pisoni, and Martin, 1989;

Verbrugge et al., 1974; Nusbaum and Morin, 1992). The

drop-off in identification performance in mixed-voice listen-

ing conditions relative to single-voice conditions for the

same task will be referred to as the “mixed-voice” effect.

The mixed-voice effect is also associated with

additional processing relative to single-voice conditions.

Wong et al. (2004) report that listeners demonstrate

increased activity in areas of the brain involved in speech

perception in mixed-voice vs. single-voice listening condi-

tions, indicating that mixed-voice listening conditions bear

an added cognitive burden. Nusbaum and Morin (1992)

asked participants to remember a series of numbers during a

speech identification task and found that this increased reac-

tion times only in mixed-voice conditions, indicating that the

process of adapting to differences between speakers interacts

with working-memory load.

Similarly, Martin et al. (1989) found that serial recall of

word-lists is worse when the words are produced by multiple

voices, relative to when they are produced by a single voice.

Although the exact nature of the mixed-voice effect, and the

cause of the additional processing observed in mixed-voice

listening conditions, is not exactly known, it seems likely to

arise from the mechanism by which listeners account for dif-

ferences between speakers.

The process by which listeners account for speaker-to-

speaker differences in the production of vowels is commonly

referred to as “normalization.” Many theories of normaliza-

tion involve the estimation of a speaker-dependent formant-

space (Joos, 1948; Ladefoged and Broadbent, 1957; Gerst-

man, 1968; Ainsworth, 1975; Nearey, 1978; Nearey, 1989;

Nearey and Assmann, 2007). The estimate of the speaker’s

formant-space need only be detailed enough to let the lis-

tener know what formant frequencies should be expected for

a given vowel category, when produced by the speaker. The

listener then determines vowel quality in reference to the

estimate of the speaker’s formant-space, rather than by con-

sidering the acoustic information carried by vowel sounds in
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absolute terms. Following this tradition, the term normaliza-

tion will be used to refer to the process by which a listener

arrives at an estimate of a speaker-dependent formant-space

in order to interpret the vowels produced by a speaker.

If normalization were carried out for each vowel token

in turn, without reference to what has been heard previously,

one would expect that identification rates for vowels pro-

duced by a given speaker would not depend on the number

of voices in the round. In addition, reaction times associated

with the identification of a given set of speech sounds should

not vary based on whether they were presented in a mixed-

or single-voice listening condition. Instead, the existence of

a mixed-voice effect strongly suggests the importance of ex-

trinsic information in vowel perception, and for the process

of normalization.1 In single-voice blocks, the listener is pre-

sented with vowels produced by a single voice so that infor-

mation from previously heard vowels may be used in order

to more accurately identify upcoming vowels. In mixed-

voice blocks, the formant-spaces of speakers may differ in

such a way that considering vowels produced by one speaker

relative to the formant-space of a second speaker may lead

to errors. This fundamental difference between mixed-and

single-voice listening conditions may help to explain some

of the causes of the mixed-voice effect.

A. Contextual tuning theory

Nusbaum and Morin (1992) and Magnuson and Nus-

baum (2007) suggest that normalization is controlled by a

process they refer to as “contextual tuning.” This approach

to normalization is summarized in Nusbaum and Morin

(1992): “attentional demands increase [in mixed-voice con-

ditions] because the presence of this variability in relation-

ships between speech and linguistic responses requires

active processing to reduce the set of possible responses to a

single response (Nusbaum and Schwab, 1986). This active

processing uses information contained within a single token

of speech to provide the context for recognizing the linguis-

tic structure of the utterance, namely a representation of the

talker’s vocal characteristics. When the listener can develop

a mental representation of the talker’s vocal characteristics

to constrain the representation of subsequent utterances, the

demands on attention are reduced.” (p. 125).

This formulation of contextual tuning suggests that a lis-

tener arrives at a formant-space estimate using information

carried by the first speech sound produced by a new voice to

interpret subsequent productions by that same voice, and is

thus generally compatible with a (conditional) extrinsic-

normalization framework. Magnuson and Nusbaum (2007)

refine the theory, stating that: “a change in talker triggers

normalization procedures that operate until a stable mapping

between the talker and internal phonetic categories is

achieved. The stable mapping is then maintained until a

talker change is indicated acoustically (e.g., by large changes

in F0) or more implicitly (e.g., via failures of lexical access)”

(p. 393).

They later note that: “The problem of adjusting to

changes in talker characteristics then might be thought of as

the same kind of computational problem as recognizing

phonetic structure (cf., Nusbaum and Magnuson, 1997). In

other words, detecting talker differences that require percep-

tual accommodation is itself a perceptual problem that may

not be handled automatically or passively” (p. 402).

1. An elaboration of the contextual tuning approach

Magnuson and Nusbaum (2007) make it clear that their

intent is not to investigate the specific mechanisms involved

in normalization or the detection of speaker changes. Their

goal is only to investigate the cognitive mechanisms by

which the normalization process is controlled, stating, “[t]he

heavy lifting of identifying specific mechanisms remains”

(p. 406). Although a full-fledged identification of such mech-

anism will not be attempted here, it is useful to explore some

modest extrapolations of this general framework that relate

in part to somewhat more specific proposals about normal-

ization from the literature that can be subjected to empirical

test.

According to contextual tuning, the important factor

governing the use of extrinsic information in vowel percep-

tion is not whether there has been an actual speaker change,

but whether the listener thinks that there has been a speaker

change. Because of the many-to-many relationship between

the acoustic characteristics of a speech sound and speaker

changes, it is difficult to delineate the exact conditions under

which a listener will detect a speaker change. For example,

Magnuson and Nusbaum (2007) report an experiment

(Experiment 4) in which listeners performed a speeded mon-

itoring task for blocks made up of synthetic voices which

differed only slightly in their f0 (150 Hz vs 160 Hz), but

were identical in all other respects. One group of listeners

was told that the blocks contained a single voice while the

other group was told that the blocks contained multiple voi-

ces. The group which was instructed that blocks contained

multiple voices exhibited a significant increase in reaction

times relative to the group which was told that the blocks

contained a single voice. Presumably, listeners who were

instructed to expect multiple speakers treated the condition

as a mixed-voice one, thereby leading to the longer reaction

times typically observed in such tasks. The group which was

instructed to expect one voice did not detect speaker changes

and did not exhibit the increase in reaction times, despite

being presented with identical stimuli.

Contextual tuning is composed of two processes which

may result in additional cognitive demands and may help

explain the increase in reaction times present in mixed-voice

conditions. First, the estimation of the speaker-dependant

formant-space may be a cognitively burdensome process,

which results in increased reaction times. Although the

refinement of the formant-space estimate may be an ongoing

process in single-voice conditions, it seems reasonable to

think that at some point a listener may become familiar

enough with a speaker’s voice so that normalization is no

longer necessary (i.e., a “stable mapping” between acoustic

input and internal representations has been achieved). In a

block in which voices (and their related formant-spaces)

change from trial to trial in an unpredictable manner, a lis-

tener may never arrive at this level of confidence. Another
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possibility is that the initial estimation of the formant-space

is the most cognitively burdensome, and that refinements to

this estimate are less costly. If this were the case an increase

in reaction times in mixed-voice conditions would also be

observed even if listeners performed formant-space estima-

tions for each vowel since mixed-voice listening conditions

would result in relatively more initial estimations than

refinements.

Secondly, the detection of speaker changes, or the diver-

sion of some cognitive capacity in order to detect speaker

changes, may slow the identification of speech sounds.

Although it is reasonable to think that listeners may also

monitor for speaker changes in single-voice conditions, this

process may not be given a high priority in situations in

which listeners do not expect a speaker change. Furthermore,

in the event that a speaker change is detected, secondary

processes that bear an additional cognitive load may become

active. For example, when a likely speaker change is

detected, the listener may attempt to estimate the characteris-

tics of the new speaker (e.g., gender, height, age, socioeco-

nomic status, dialect). The listener may also attempt to

assess how necessary it is to re-initiate normalization com-

pletely, or whether any evidence from previous speech

sounds might be used to inform the new re-estimation.

Contextual tuning may also help explain some of the

decrease in identification rates for mixed-voice conditions.

Because of the uncertainty involved in the detection of

speaker changes in a mixed-voice block, listeners may fail to

notice a speaker change, just as they might think that there

has been a speaker change in cases where there has not.

When there are large formant-space differences between

speakers, failing to notice a speaker change, and combining

extrinsic information from multiple voices, may lead to

errors. This suggests that at least some of the decrease in per-

formance associated with the mixed-voice effect is due to

the inability of listeners to correctly detect speaker changes

in situations where it would be beneficial to do so to main-

tain high identification accuracy. If this view of normaliza-

tion is correct, then one would expect that in situations that

facilitate the detection of speaker changes, the decrease in

accuracy related to formant-space differences between

speakers might be minimized.

Although not explicitly stated by Nusbaum and col-

leagues, contextual tuning seems to imply a rather complex

relationship between reaction times, identification accuracy

and the detection of speaker changes. In general, phoneti-

cally ambiguous stimuli, or more difficult mixed-voice lists,

might be expected to result in a decrease in accuracy and an

increase in reaction times so that identification accuracy and

average reaction times may be negatively correlated across

blocks (see Whalen et al., 1993). Independently of this rela-

tionship, the detection of speaker changes and the re-

initiation of the normalization process may also result in an

increase in reaction times. However, since the re-initiation

of the normalization process resulting from a detected

speaker change should result in a more accurate estimation

of the speaker’s vowel space, it should result in relatively

higher identification accuracy by reducing ambiguity. Con-

sequently, if contextual tuning is correct, one would expect

that when the listener detects a speaker change, reaction

times will increase without necessarily being associated with

lower accuracy.

2. Differential predictions of alternative accounts

This version of contextual tuning may be contrasted with

two alternative views of normalization in which the detection

of speaker changes does not play an important role. In “pure-

intrinsic” normalization theories, the detection of speaker

changes is irrelevant because extrinsic information does not

play an important role in vowel perception (Syrdal and Gopal,

1986; Smith et al., 2005). According to these views, each

vowel token is essentially “self-normalizing” in that it carries

all the information necessary for its interpretation. If this were

the case, we would expect that identification rates for vowels

for a given voice should not vary based on whether they were

presented in a mixed-or single-voice condition. With respect

to reaction times, although listeners may take more or less

time to identify a given vowel produced by a certain voice,

there is no clear reason why the reaction times associated with

the identification of a set of stimuli should vary systematically

based on whether they are presented in a mixed-or single-

voice condition. Furthermore, although there may be a posi-

tive relationship between average reaction times and identifi-

cation accuracy in a block, this relationship should not be

mediated in any way by the detection of speaker changes.

A second possibility is that extrinsic information is im-

portant, but that listeners use information related to the spec-

tral properties of the last n tokens (or the last k seconds of

speech) in order to estimate the speaker-dependent formant-

space, with no role for the detection of speaker changes.

This might be expected if normalization were primarily

driven by mechanisms such as those reported in Watkins and

Makin (1994) and Watkins and Makin (1996), in which lis-

teners were demonstrated to compensate for the long-term

spectral characteristics of a signal when identifying vowel

sounds. In a series of experiments, Watkins and Makin pre-

sented listeners with a carrier phrase followed by a word

containing a vowel token, and asked listeners to identify the

word that followed the carrier phrase. Several experiments

were carried out, and several different filters were applied to

the carrier phrases.

Results indicate that the perceived identity of the vowel

following that carrier phrase was predictable based on the

long-term average spectral characteristics of the carrier

phrase. The authors suggested that some of the perceptual

shifts observed in experiments which manipulate carrier

phrases to affect the perceived identity of a following target

may be caused by accommodation to the long-term average

spectral characteristics of the carrier phrase, and not the

result of the listener adapting to the formant-space suggested

by the carrier phrase. Although there are no clear examples

of a normalization method that relies solely on a mechanism

like this in the literature, a formant-space normalization sys-

tem that utilizes statistics such as formant means or ranges

over given intervals might have generally similar properties.

A normalization method which worked solely by mech-

anisms of this kind might be termed “passive-extrinsic,”
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since the extrinsic information involved in the process is not

variable based on perceived speaker changes or listener

expectations, but only on the recent history of stimulus prop-

erties (in contrast to this, contextual tuning might be thought

of as an “active-extrinsic”2 model of normalization). If the

estimate of the speaker-dependent formant-space involved

the joint consideration of information from a fixed number

of previous tokens, identification errors would be correlated

with the difference between the formant-spaces of the two

voices, since the estimated formant-space would be some-

where between these two. Reaction times might be expected

to vary based on the phonetic ambiguity of the vowels being

presented, but again, there should not be systematic variation

in the relationship between reaction times and identification

accuracy resulting from whether the listener thought the

round contained one, or more than one speaker.

3. Testing contextual tuning theory in Magnuson and
Nusbaum (2007)

Magnuson and Nusbaum (2007) present the results of an

experiment (Experiment 1) meant to offer explicit support

for contextual tuning theory.3 The stimuli consisted of iso-

lated vowels produced by four natural voices; those of two

adult males and two adult females. The average F1 and F2

values for the vowels of the two female speakers differed by

only 0.3%, while the average F1 and F2 values for the two

male speakers differed by 5.4%. Although within-gender dif-

ferences were somewhat larger for the males than for the

females, both were small compared to the 20% differences

between male and female speakers.

Vowels were presented in blocks of 16 vowels produced

by either a single voice, or two different voices. Each listener

heard vowels presented in both single- and mixed-voice con-

ditions, where one group of listeners was always presented

with mixed-voice blocks in which speakers were of the same

gender, and another group was presented with mixed-voice

blocks in which speakers were of different genders. Within

each block, the target vowel was one of /i I u U/, while dis-

tractors were chosen from the vowels /e æ ˆ e/, plus any of

the four target vowels that were not acting as targets for that

particular block. Each block contained a total of four targets

inserted randomly into the sequence, with the constraint that

no two targets appear in a row. Listeners performed a

speeded-monitoring task where they had to push a computer

key as soon as they heard the target vowel (indicated to them

on a monitor), and ignore all non-target distractor vowels.

Response times were measured from stimulus onset, and hit

rates (responses registered following targets) and false

alarms (responses registered following distractors) were

collected.

Magnuson and Nusbaum report a significant decrease in

hit rates for mixed-voice blocks relative to single-voice con-

ditions. Hit rates were slightly higher for different-gender

blocks relative to same-gender blocks overall, but the main

effect for gender homogeneity did not reach significance.

There was a nearly significant (p¼ 0.072) interaction

between talker condition (mixed-speaker vs single-speaker)

and gender homogeneity. Reaction times were significantly

higher in all mixed-voice blocks relative to the single-voice

blocks, save for the female-female mixed-voice blocks

which did not differ significantly from single-voice blocks.

According to contextual tuning, performance may be

higher in different-gender mixed-voice blocks than in the

same-gender mixed-voice block because listeners are aware

that these blocks contain multiple speakers. This realization

may partly counteract the negative effect of the much larger

formant-space differences between speakers of different gen-

ders compared to speakers of the same gender.

On the other hand, although there were relatively smaller

differences between the formant-spaces of different speakers

of the same gender, listeners may not have realized that the

blocks involved multiple speakers; or, even if they did, they

may have missed exactly when speaker changes were occur-

ring. As a result, the same-gender mixed-speaker blocks mani-

fested a trend toward slightly lower performance than the

different-gender mixed-voice blocks. This is true despite the

fact that formant-space differences between voices are smaller

in same-gender cases. Finally, although the female-female

mixed-voice blocks objectively consisted of vowels from two

different voices, reaction times did not differ significantly

from those of single-voice blocks, suggesting that listeners

may not have realized that the blocks contained more than

one speaker. This highlights the fact the detection of speaker

changes is an imperfect, non-deterministic process.

Although the trends in the pattern of results are gener-

ally consistent with contextual tuning theory, many effects

tested in Magnuson and Nusbaum (2007) are generally weak

or non-significant and thus do not offer strong support for

contextual tuning. However, some aspects of the experimen-

tal design may have contributed to the limited size of the

effects. First of all, the target vowels used (/i I u U/) may not

be very confusable with each other in mixed-voice condi-

tions. These four vowels were identified correctly in 97% of

cases in data presented by Peterson and Barney (1952) and

in 98% of cases in Hillenbrand et al. (1995). Furthermore,

the vowels which are most spectrally similar /u U/ and /i I/
may be distinguishable on the basis of durational differences

or because of vowel inherent spectral change when produced

by natural voices (Hillenbrand et al., 1995; Nearey and Ass-

mann, 1986). Perhaps as a result of this, hit rates hovered

around 93% in all listening conditions. This leaves very little

room to model variation in performance as a result of differ-

ent voice pairs. Furthermore, because natural voices were

used, it is difficult to know which aspect of the speakers’

voices listeners were using to detect speaker changes, or

under what conditions they were likely to detect speaker

changes.

B. Rationale for current experiment

The experiment to be described below adopts the same

basic design used in Experiment 1 of Magnuson and Nus-

baum (2007) with some modifications which may enhance

and clarify the effects reported for that experiment. A series

of synthetic voices was created which differed in their

formant-spaces and/or their source characteristics, and the

four vowels /æ ˆ U A/ were synthesized for each voice. As
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opposed to the vowels used in Magnuson and Nusbaum

(2007), these vowels are generally more difficult to identify:

in data presented by Peterson and Barney (1952) they were

identified correctly in 93% of cases, while they were identi-

fied correctly in 93.7% of cases in Hillenbrand et al. (1995).

This was expected to result in lower performance overall.

Synthetic voices were used in order to control for random

variation in the production of vowels and to eliminate idio-

syncratic differences in source characteristics between voi-

ces. Furthermore, each block contained a higher number of

total vowel tokens (30) and target tokens (12), in order to

allow for more variation in hit rates.

Differences in source characteristics between voices in a

block were expressly intended to facilitate the detection of

speaker changes in a block, thereby potentially mitigating

the decrease in hit rates associated with mixed-voice listen-

ing conditions by strongly encouraging the detection of

speaker changes when the voices had different sources. The

formant-space differences between speakers were intended

to result in decreased performance (i.e., the mixed-voice

effect) when listeners were unlikely to detect speaker

changes in a block (e.g., in the absence of source differences

between voices). If a version of contextual tuning theory

adequately describes the process of normalization, three gen-

eral results are expected.

(A) The decrease in identification rates associated with

formant-space differences in mixed-voice conditions

will be mitigated in situations in which the detection of

speaker changes is facilitated.

(B) In situations where speaker changes are not detected,

performance should improve in blocks where voices

have similar formant-spaces. When listeners are likely

to detect speaker changes (e.g., in blocks with heteroge-

neous sources), their ability to refine their speaker-

dependent formant-space estimate may be limited. This

may result in a lack of improvement throughout a block

or in lower performance overall.

(C) Although average reaction times may co-vary nega-

tively with hit rates for blocks, blocks in which speaker

changes are likely to be detected may exhibit an

increase in average reaction times without a concomi-

tant decreases in hit rates.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Participants

Participants were 71 native speakers of Canadian Eng-

lish, drawn from the linguistics participant pool at the Uni-

versity of Alberta. Participants received partial course credit

for taking part in the experiment. Participants were randomly

assigned to a target vowel group and each participant only

monitored for a single vowel. There were 18 participants in

each of the target vowel groups, except for the /æ/ group

which had only 17 participants.

B. Stimuli

The vowels used in the experiment were /æ ˆ U A/,

where one of the four acted as the target and the others acted

as distractors. A series of 6 synthetic voices were created

which differed in terms of their vowels spaces and/or f0 and

source characteristics. Formant-space differences were

manipulated by using three formant frequency (FF) scaling

levels: a baseline level with FFs appropriate for an adult

male, a second level with a 10% increase to all FFs

(F1–F10) and a third level with a 20% increase to all FFs

(F1–F10) relative to baseline. The baseline FF values used

are presented in Table I, and these were based on production

values collected from native-speakers of Edmonton English.

Baseline F4 values were set at 3500 for all vowels with sub-

sequent FFs set to 1050 Hz greater than the previous FF. For-

mants above F3 were scaled by the same factor as F1 to F3

for the other conditions.

The two voice source levels consisted of an f0 of 120 Hz

with modal source characteristics and an f0 of 240 Hz with

breathy source characteristics. The breathy source characteris-

tics were simulated by setting the source bandwidth to 75 Hz

and using 10 dB of negative spectral tilt at 3000 Hz (Klatt and

Klatt, 1990). Since f0 level and source characteristics were

perfectly correlated, the different f0 and source levels will

simply be referred to as voice source characteristics. All vow-

els had steady-state formants, were 200 ms in duration and

were synthesised at a sampling rate of 22 050 Hz.

C. Procedure

The general design of the task is an extension of experi-

ments outlined in Nusbaum and Morin (1992) and Magnuson

and Nusbaum (2007). Listeners were asked to perform a

speeded monitoring task where they had to respond only

when they heard a specific target vowel and ignore all dis-

tractor vowels. Each listener monitored for a single target

vowel so that the designation of a vowel as either target or

distractor is listener-specific. All listeners were told which

vowel they would be targeting and which vowels would

serve as distractors.

Listeners were presented with all combinations of voice

pairs, presented in blocks. There were 21 unique voice pair

combinations and listeners heard each combination twice

resulting in 42 blocks per participant. Listeners were told

that any given block might contain vowels from a single

voice or from more than one voice. Thirty vowels were pre-

sented within each block, consisting of six targets and nine

distractors from each voice (three instances of each non-

target vowel). Vowels were randomized within a block sub-

ject to the constraint that no two targets appear in a row. The

onset of each vowel within a block occurred one second after

the onset of the previous vowel, meaning that each block of

vowels was roughly 30 s in duration. When a block was com-

pleted, there was a self-timed pause, which ended when the

participant pressed a button. Reaction times (measured from

stimulus onset) and accuracy for responses to targets (hits)

and distractors (false alarms) were recorded within a block.

The hit rate for a block was calculated by dividing the num-

ber of correct identification of targets by the total number of

targets in the block. False alarm rates were calculated by

dividing the number of responses to non-target distractor

vowels by the total number of non-target distractors in the
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block. The experiment was carried out using DMDX (Forster

and Forster, 2003), and responses were collected using a

USB gamepad.

Although the relatively large source differences between

voices were intended to strongly suggest to listeners that

there were multiple voices in a block, while conducting the

experiment it was realized that it would be beneficial to ask

participants how many voices they thought they heard in a

given round. The last 14 participants performed an additional

task where at the end of each block they were asked to report

whether they thought the block contained one or more than

one voice and whether they were confident or uncertain of

the number of voices in the block. Participants were told that

they would be asked to perform this task at the end of each

block prior to the beginning of the experiment. The results

from this secondary task strongly met expectations regarding

the expected relationship between source differences

between voices and the detection of speaker changes. The

results of this secondary task, in addition to a summary of

tests of heterogeneity of results between participants who

completed the secondary task and those who did not, are pre-

sented in the Appendix.

III. RESULTS

Since the task was designed to be difficult, participants

were screened to ensure that they were completing the task

to a minimally satisfactory level. This was done by removing

any participant who had more false alarms than correct iden-

tifications of targets. This resulted in the removal of six of

71 participants, 5 from the /ˆ/ target group, and one from the

/A/ target group. All further discussion will be based on the

results of the remaining 65 participants.

Each participant heard a total of 1260 vowels across all

42 blocks for a total of 81 900 trials across all participants.

Since the software used only registered one response per

stimulus, very fast responses were ambiguous. For example,

in some cases responses were registered only 10 ms after

stimulus onset, making it more likely that it was a very late

response to the previous stimulus than a very fast response

to the current one. As a result of this, when a reaction time

under 200 ms (the duration of the vowel stimuli) was regis-

tered, both the stimulus that was responded to and the

stimulus that immediately preceded it were discarded. Par-

ticipants responded in less than 200 ms in 533 cases, result-

ing in 1065 discarded responses (1.3% of total responses)

and 80 835 useable trials. An average of 16.4 responses

were lost from each participant (SD¼ 14.2) with the most

lost from any participant being 64 trials, 5% of total trials

for that participant.

The predictions made by the contextual tuning hypothe-

sis (outlined at the end of Sec. I B) relate directly to the

formant-space and source differences between voices in a

block. To test these predictions more directly, all blocks

were classified into one of six voice-pair types based on the

acoustic differences between the voices in the block –i.e.,

formant-space differences of 0, 10, or 20 % between voices,

and either homogeneous or heterogeneous voice sources for

each formant-space difference. Hit rates, false alarm rates

and average reaction times (for correct identifications) were

calculated for each block, independently for each listener.

The average of each of these values was then found for each

voice-pair type for each participant, resulting in 18 measure-

ments per listener: an average hit rate, an average false alarm

rate, and an average reaction time for each of the six voice-

pair types. Unless otherwise specified, the remaining discus-

sion will involve average performance, within-participant,

between voice-pair types. Each of the predictions to be

tested will be dealt with in turn in the following three sub-

sections (III A through III C).

A. Vowel identification performance

A series of repeated-measures analyses of variance was

conducted on hit rates, false alarm rates and average reaction

times for the two factors used to differentiate voice-pair types:

formant-space difference between voices (0, 10, 20%) and

voice source homogeneity. The average within-participant

hit rate, averaged across all voice-pair types, was 76%

(sd¼ 15%) with a minimum of 34% and a maximum of 95%

across participants. The distribution of hit rates, organized by

voice-pair type, is presented in Fig. 1. The main effects for

voice source homogeneity [F(1,64)¼ 4.74, p¼ 0.0331], and

formant-space difference [F(2,128)¼ 70.83, p< 0.0001]

were both significant, as was the interaction of the two

[F(2,128)¼ 31.83, p< 0.0001].

The nature of the interaction effect was explored by sim-

ple main-effects analysis of hit-rates. When voices in a block

had homogenous source characteristics, there was a very

strong effect for formant-space differences in hit rates

[F(2,128)¼ 87.22, p< 0.0001]. As seen in Fig. 1, the interac-

tion pattern suggests that formant-space differences between

TABLE I. Formant frequencies for the vowels of the baseline voice.

Baseline FF values (in Hz)

Vowel æ K U A

F1 717 665 483 651

F2 1497 1283 1093 1055

F3 2319 2318 2272 2323

FIG. 1. Average within-participant hit rate, presented by voice-pair type.

Blocks with homogeneous source characteristics are indicate by a solid line,

blocks with heterogeneous source characteristics are indicated by the broken

line. Error bars indicate standard errors for each mean.
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voices appear to affect hit-rates less for heterogeneous-source

blocks. Despite this reduction, the simple main effect of

formant-space differences for heterogeneous source blocks is

still significant [F(2,128)¼ 10.59, p< 0.0001].

Consider now the simple main effects of source-

heterogeneity within levels of formant-space difference.

Voice source heterogeneity between voices in a block is asso-

ciated with a 3.2% decrease in hit rates for the 0% formant-

space difference [t(64)¼ 3.33, p¼ 0.0014], however, when

the formant-spaces of voices differ by 10%, source differen-

ces between voices have no significant effect on hit rates

[t(64)¼ 0.54, p¼ 0.56]. When the formant-spaces of voices

differ by 20%, hit rates are 8.3% higher in cases where

source characteristics are heterogeneous [t(64)¼ 5.9,

p< 0.0001]. Note that in this case, the effects of source heter-

ogeneity are in the opposite direction from those in the 0%

formant-space case, resulting in the crossing lines in Fig. 1.

Turning now to false alarms, the average within-

participant rate was 8.2% (sd¼ 7.3%) with a minimum of

0.1% and a maximum of 27.3% across participants. A signif-

icant main effect for both voice source [F(1,64)¼ 16.85,

p¼ 0.0001] and formant-space differences was found

[F(2,128)¼ 5.76, p¼ 0.004]. Unlike the analysis of hit rates,

however, the interaction between the two did not reach sig-

nificance [F(2,128)¼ 1.94, p¼ 0.1473]. On average, source

differences between voices in a block resulted in 1.6% more

false alarms [t(64)¼ 4.1, p¼ 0.0001]. Formant-space differ-

ences of 10% did not significantly increase the number of

false alarms relative to blocks in which voices had the same

formant-space [t(64)¼ 1.1, p¼ 0.26]; but, when formant-

spaces differed by 20% false alarms increased by 1.2%

[t(64)¼ 3.14, p¼ 0.0025].

A pattern similar to the false-alarms results was found

for reaction times. There was a significant main effect for

voice source homogeneity [F(1,64)¼ 75.43, p< 0.0001] and

formant-space difference [F(2,128)¼ 10.59, p< 0.0001], but

there was not even a hint of a significant interaction between

the two [F(2,128)¼ 1.4, p¼ 0.2496]. The average, within-

participant reaction time for the voice-pair type in which

voices had the same formant-space and source characteris-

tics was 516 ms (sd¼ 62 ms), with voice source heterogene-

ity resulting in an average delay of 27 ms [t(64)¼ 8.7,

p< 0.0001]. Compared against the control 0% formant dif-

ference case, formant-space differences of 10% resulted in

an added delay of 10.9 ms [t(64)¼ 4.1, p¼ 0.0001] relative

to blocks with no formant-space differences, while formant-

space differences of 20% resulted in an added delay of

12.4 ms [t(64)¼ 4.3, p< 0.0001] relative to blocks with no

formant-space differences. There was no significant differ-

ence in response times between blocks with 10% and blocks

with 20% formant-space differences [t(64)¼ 0.46, p¼ 0.64].

B. Improvement within a block

According to contextual tuning (at least as elaborated in

Sec. I A 1), in blocks where listeners do not detect speaker

changes, they are expected to refine their estimate of the

speaker-dependent formant-space throughout the block.

When voices in a block share a formant-space, this should

lead to an improvement in performance from the beginning

to the end of the block, as every consecutive token provides

the listener with information which may be used to accu-

rately refine their estimate. On the other hand, in cases where

the listener is likely to detect speaker changes, they are

expected to re-initialize the normalization process and avoid

the use of inappropriate extrinsic information in normaliza-

tion. This is expected to mitigate some of the mixed-voice

effect, by minimizing the inappropriate use of extrinsic in-

formation. However, it may also mean that listeners are not

able to refine their estimate of the speaker-dependent form-

ant-space as the block progresses to the extent that they

would in the absence of detected speaker changes.

An analysis was devised to summarize the nature of

change of identification accuracy during the course of a

block and to relate patterns of such change to voice-pair

type. Each block contained a total of 30 vowels, 12 of which

were targets. Although the targets within a block were pre-

sented in a random order (with the constraint that no two tar-

gets appear in succession), targets can be considered in

terms of the order in which they appeared in a block. On av-

erage, in cases where the performance of listeners improves

in a block, hit rates for target ni is expected to be lower than

performance for target niþ 1. In cases where performance

decreases throughout a block, performance for target ni is

expected to be higher than performance for target niþ1.

When the performance of a listener is stable within a block,

there should be no relationship between target position

within a block and expected performance for that target. As

a result, the slope coefficient relating hit rates to within-

block target number should give an indication of how per-

formance varies within a block, with a positive coefficient

indicating improvement, a negative coefficient indicating

worsening performance and a coefficient of zero indicating

stability.

To investigate how performance within a block varies

by voice-pair type, all blocks were sorted by voice-pair type,

according the acoustic differences between the voices in the

block. Targets were assigned a number from 0 to 11, based

on the relative position in which they appeared within the

block. This target number was then divided by eleven so that

target numbers corresponded to equal fractional increments

from 0 to 1. In this way, estimated coefficients have a

straightforward interpretation as the expected increase in hit

rates (measured in percentage points) from the first target in

the block to the last target in the block. Within-participant

hit rates were calculated for each target position within each

voice-pair type. A regression was then carried out independ-

ently for each voice-pair type and individually for each par-

ticipant, predicting hit rates by relative target position. This

resulted in six estimated coefficients for each participant

(one for each voice-pair type). The distribution of these coef-

ficients, organized by voice-pair type, is presented in Fig. 2.

A repeated-measures analysis of variance was carried

out on these estimated coefficients, with voice source homo-

geneity and formant-space differences (0, 10, 20%) between

voices in a block acting as within-subjects factors. A signifi-

cant main effect was found for formant-space differences

between voices [F(2,128)¼ 6.67, p¼ 0.0017]. The main
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effect for voice source [F(1,64)¼ 0.81, p¼ 0.3718] was not

significant. Although the interaction between formant-space

differences and voice source [F(2,128)¼ 2.93, p¼ 0.0573]

fell just short of the conventional .05 significance level, it

seemed reasonable to investigate it further. Accordingly,

simple main effects tests were performed.

Consider the simple main effect of formant space within

source condition. When source characteristics in a block were

homogenous, there was a strong effect for formant-space dif-

ferences on improvement in a block [F(2,128)¼ 8.41,

p¼ 0.0004]. However, when voices in a block had heterogene-

ous source characteristics, there was no significant effect for

formant-space differences on improvement [F(2,128)¼ 0.49,

p¼ 0.6148]. In these cases, coefficients did not differ signifi-

cantly from zero in any case, regardless of formant-space dif-

ferences between voices, although in all three cases they were

slightly positive.

Consider now the case of homogeneous source charac-

teristics. In cases where voices had the same source charac-

teristics and formant-spaces, listeners showed a significant

improvement as blocks progressed [m¼ 5.7, t(64)¼ 2.96,

p¼ 0.0043], while in cases where voices in a block had the

same source but formant-spaces differed by 20%, listeners

performed significantly worse as blocks progressed

[m¼�6.3, t(64)¼�2.16, p¼ 0.0345]. When voices had ho-

mogenous source characteristics and a 10% formant-space

difference, there was no significant change in hit rates as the

block progressed [m¼ 2.4, t(64)¼ 1.23, p¼ 0.22].

C. The relationship between reaction times, hit rates
and the detection of speaker changes

As mentioned in the Introduction, phonetically-

ambiguous stimuli may take longer to identify in general

than less ambiguous stimuli. Since ambiguous vowels should

be less accurately perceived, this should by itself result in a

negative relationship between the average reaction times in a

block and the hit rate for that block. There is in fact a nega-

tive relationship between the hit rates and average reaction

time in a block. Correlation coefficients between these two

measures were calculated for each participant. A between-

participants t-test conducted on these correlation coefficients

reveals a highly significant negative correlation, averaging

�0.18 [t(64)¼�8.5, p< 0.0001].

However, contextual tuning posits that when a speaker

change is detected, processes related to the more accurate

identification of vowels (e.g., the re-initiation of normaliza-

tion) are also expected to result in an increase in reaction

times. As a result, in situations where listeners are likely to

detect speaker changes in a block, reactions times should be

higher overall without necessarily being associated with a

decrease in hit rates.

To explore how the relationship between acoustic differ-

ences and reaction times may be mediated by the detection

of speaker changes, the following procedure was carried out

individually for each participant. The average reaction time

for each block was regressed on the hit rate for that block,

resulting in a reaction-time residual for each block. This re-

sidual represents variation in average reaction times that can-

not be accounted for by the hit rate for that block. A positive

residual indicates that a listener responded slower than

expected given their average accuracy, while a negative re-

sidual indicates that listeners tended to respond faster than

expected given their average accuracy. The mean reaction

time residual for each voice-pair type was found, resulting in

six measurements for each of the 65 participants. The distri-

bution of average within-participant residuals, grouped by

voice-pair type, are presented in Fig. 3.

Since heterogeneous source characteristics between voi-

ces in a block are strongly associated with the detection of

speaker changes, it is expected that average reaction times

for blocks in which voices have heterogeneous source char-

acteristics should be longer than expected given the hit rate

for the block. This suggests that if contextual tuning is cor-

rect, the average residual resulting from the analysis pre-

sented above should be positive when there are source

differences in a block, indicating delays not explicable by

ambiguity as indexed by decreased hit rates. The results pre-

sented in Fig. 3 confirm this expectation.

To test for the significance of this effect, a two-way,

repeated measures analysis of variance was carried out on

FIG. 2. Average coefficient relating within-block target number, and

expected hit rates for that target within a block. Blocks with homogeneous

source characteristics are indicate by a solid line, blocks with heterogeneous

source characteristics are indicated by the broken line. Error bars indicate

standard errors for each mean.

FIG. 3. Average, within-participant residual resulting from regressing reac-

tion time on hit rates, presented by voice-pair type. Blocks with homogene-

ous source characteristics are indicate by a solid line, blocks with

heterogeneous source characteristics are indicated by the broken line. Error

bars indicate standard errors for each mean.
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the average reaction-time residual, with voice source homo-

geneity and formant-space difference between voices (0, 10,

20%) acting as within-participant factors. A significant

main effect was found for voice source [F(1,64)¼ 88.02,

p< 0.0001], with the average absolute difference in residuals

resulting from voice source heterogeneity being 28 ms. The

main effect for formant-space differences [F(2,128)¼ 3.5,

p¼ 0.0331] was also significant, however, the interaction

between voice source and formant-space difference was not

significant [F(2,128)¼ 0.15, p¼ 0.8588]. Although formant-

space differences affect the reaction time residuals (likely

reflecting the fact that these alone were sometimes sufficient

to trigger the detection of speaker changes), on average, lis-

teners respond faster than expected given their hit rates

when there is voice source homogeneity in a block.

IV. DISCUSSION

In the introduction, contextual tuning theory was out-

lined and contrasted with two alternate views of normaliza-

tion. Rather than focus on the specific processes involved in

normalization, these theories were framed in terms of how

normalization is controlled, and specifically, how extrinsic

information is used in normalization. The two types of theo-

ries considered in alternative to contextual tuning theory

were pure-intrinsic theories, in which extrinsic information

plays no important role in normalization, and passive-

extrinsic theories, in which extrinsic information is used by

the normalization process in a rigid way. Although they dif-

fer in terms of the role played by extrinsic information, both

of these alternatives are cognitively passive, in that they do

not necessarily require active cognitive control to be carried

out (Magnuson and Nusbaum, 2007). Furthermore, neither

of these alternatives involves the detection of speaker

changes in any way. Thus, they cannot predict any relation-

ship between hit rates, reaction times and the detection of

speaker changes.

In contrast, contextual tuning theory posits that the

detection of speaker changes plays a critical role in guiding

listeners’ use of extrinsic information in normalization. In a

sense, contextual tuning might be thought of as consisting of

two “modes,” one being more similar to pure-intrinsic nor-

malization and the other being more similar to passive-

extrinsic normalization.

In the absence of a detected speaker change, the listener

is in a passive-extrinsic normalization mode and extrinsic in-

formation from previous tokens is accumulated and used to

identify subsequent vowel tokens. If the formant-spaces of

the voices in the block are the same or similar, this refine-

ment will facilitate identification. If the voices in a block

have substantially different formant-spaces, the joint consid-

eration of information from different voices may negatively

affect hit rates. On the other hand, when a speaker change is

detected, the listener shifts to a strategy similar to pure-

intrinsic normalization. Previous extrinsic evidence may be

discarded as inappropriate and the hit rates associated with a

particular vowel token may be closer to those that would be

predicted based on the intrinsic properties of the vowel

sound.

The experiment described above relied on source differ-

ences between voices in a block to give listeners the impres-

sion that a block contained multiple voices. The results

presented in the Appendix confirm this expectation; when

voices in a block had homogenous source characteristics lis-

teners were very likely to hear a single voice in a block. As a

result, when voices in a block had homogenous source char-

acteristics, listeners may have been in a passive-extrinsic

normalization mode. This resulted in good performance

when voices in a block had the same formant-space, and

poor performance when voices in a block had very different

formant-spaces (these two situations are presented in the

extreme points on the solid line in Fig. 1). In addition, when

voices in a block had homogenous source characteristics and

the same formant-space, hit rates improves significantly

within a block. This suggests that listeners were, in fact,

refining their formant-space estimates on the basis of addi-

tional extrinsic information in order to arrive at more accu-

rate estimates. On the other hand, when the formant spaces

of voices differed by 20%, hit rates declined significantly

within blocks, suggesting that identification accuracy suf-

fered from the incorrect combination of extrinsic informa-

tion from multiple voices.

The variation in hit rates within a block may be

explained by the amount of extrinsic information available

to a listener for each consecutive vowel target in a block. For

example, the average ordinal position of the first target in a

block was 1.6 (out of 30), while the average ordinal position

of the final target in a block was 29.1. Clearly, in blocks

where voices have different formant-spaces, the chances that

a target has been preceded by inappropriate extrinsic infor-

mation is fairly low for the first target in a block, while it is a

certainty for the final target in the block. As a result, in situa-

tions in which listeners were unlikely to detect speaker

changes, the incorrect use of extrinsic information may

increase or become more likely as a block progresses, and

identification accuracy may suffer. Conversely, in situations

in which voices had the same formant-spaces, listeners

would have been provided with increasing amounts of appro-

priate extrinsic information as a block progressed and the

lack of detected worked in their favor.

In blocks in which voices had heterogeneous source char-

acteristics, listeners overwhelmingly reported hearing multiple

voices in a block. This greatly diminished the negative effect

of formant space differences between voices in a block, as

demonstrated by the relative lack of change in hit rates when

voices in a block had heterogeneous source characteristics

(represented by the broken line in Fig. 1). As opposed to

blocks where voices had homogenous source characteristics,

hit rates were relatively stable, with no significant increase or

decrease in hit rates within a block regardless of the formant-

space differences between voices. These results support the

notion that, in the presence of detected speaker changes, lis-

teners were likely to be operating in something more similar

to a pure-intrinsic normalization mode in which extrinsic in-

formation plays a diminished role.

Contextual tuning also suggests a complicated relation-

ship between reaction times, hit rates and the detection of

speaker changes. The results presented in Sec. III C indicate
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that although reaction times are negatively correlated with

hit rates, blocks in which voices had heterogeneous source

characteristics tended to feature slower reaction times with-

out being associated with decreased hit rates. When consid-

ered together with the fact that source heterogeneity resulted

in the detection of multiple speakers, a decreased negative

effect of formant-space differences between voices, and sta-

bility in identification rates within blocks, this is considered

to be strong support of the claim that the detection of speaker

changes results in additional processing associated with the

more accurate perception of speech, and the avoidance of

the incorrect use of previously heard extrinsic information.

Magnuson and Nusbaum (2007) report an increase in

reaction times of 29 ms in mixed-voice blocks relative to

single-voice blocks for a task very similar to the one reported

here (Experiment 1). This is very close to the 27 ms average

increase in reaction times resulting from source differences

between voices in a block, presented in Sec. III A. This sug-

gests that source differences between synthetic voices used

here resulted in remarkably similar processing costs to those

incurred when listeners are presented with mixed-voice lists

consisting of vowels produced by different human speakers

in a similar task. Furthermore, this increase in average

response times is very close in magnitude to the 28 ms differ-

ence in average residuals after controlling for hit-rate result-

ing from voice source heterogeneity between voices in a

block, reported in Sec. III C. Since these residuals represent

variation in reaction times that cannot be accounted for by

the phonetic ambiguity of tokens in a block, this suggests

that increases in reaction times resulting from source differ-

ences between voices in a block may primarily result from

additional processing associated with the detection of

speaker changes.

V. CONCLUSION

Taken together, the results outlined in the previous sec-

tion offer strong evidence for a version of contextual tuning

theory as the mechanism that controls the normalization pro-

cess. Source differences between voices in a block resulted

in the impression that there were multiple voices in a block.

These differences also resulted in increased reaction times

that cannot be fully explained by increased phonetic ambigu-

ity (as indexed by lower hit rates). This is consistent with the

hypothesis that the additional processing in blocks with het-

erogeneous voice sources is actually related to the more

accurate perception of many of the vowels. For homogene-

ous source blocks, the absence of the additional processing

associated with a detected speaker change resulted in good

accuracy (with improvement within a block) when voices

had similar formant-spaces, and poor accuracy (with decline

within a block) when voices had dissimilar vowel spaces. In

heterogeneous source blocks, when the listener was more

likely to be aware of speaker changes in a block, perform-

ance was relatively stable within a block and the negative

effect of formant-space incongruences between voices was

greatly reduced.

To sum up, the complex pattern of results for hit-rates

and reaction time differences outlined above cannot be

explained either: (a) by a pure-intrinsic normalization pro-

cess where extrinsic information plays no role whatsoever or

(b) by an extrinsic normalization theory in which informa-

tion is used in a rigid, automatic, fully stimulus-driven man-

ner. By contrast, all the results are reasonably explained by

the contextual tuning hypothesis as elaborated in Sec. I A 1

and in the discussion. This is a version of contextual tuning

that includes a switch between two processing modes guided

by the presence or absence of the detection of a change in

speaker. The first mode is operative when a new trial is

detected as originating from a speaker that is different from

that of an immediately preceding trial. It is viewed here as a

form intrinsic normalization, where the current speaker’s

formant-space is estimated only from information in the cur-

rent utterance and where that fresh estimate is used in the

identification process. The second mode applies when a new

trial is perceived as having been produced by the same

speaker as an immediately preceding trial. It is viewed as a

form of extrinsic normalization, in which a listener’s esti-

mate of the formant-space is refined from the estimate used

in the previous trial and applied to the identification of the

current stimulus. Although a full account of the details of

this process will require substantial additional research, the

broad outlines seem rather clear.
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APPENDIX: EXPLICIT DETECTION OF VOICE
CHANGES

The source differences between voices in a block were

intended to result in the detection of speaker changes. To

confirm this, the final 14 participants performed an addi-

tional task at the end of each block. Although these partici-

pants were not randomly interspersed among all participants,

they still represent a random sample of participants in that

they were not selected because of any particular quality they

possessed. It is important to note that this additional task

was not meant to establish a firm connection between acous-

tic differences between voices in a block and the detection

of speaker changes, but only to confirm that, within the con-

text of this experiment, source heterogeneity would strongly

signal a likely speaker change. Participants were instructed

that at the end of each block they would have to answer two

additional questions:

(1) How many voices did you hear in the block?

(2) How confident are you in that assessment?

At the end of each block, participants were asked to

select from two options to answer question one: “one voice”

or “more than one voice.” After they answered this question,

they were asked to select from the following options to an-

swer question two: “confident” or “unsure.” These options

were presented in successive screens so that answering the
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first question brought up the second question. After answering

the second question, participants had a self-timed pause after

which they continued on to the next block. Answers to these

two questions were analyzed separately as described below.

Since the participants who performed this additional task

had their attention explicitly drawn to the number of voices in

a block, their performance may have varied in some way from

that of the 51 participants who did not perform the secondary

task. To test for this, participants were divided according to

whether or not they performed the secondary task, and their

hit rates, false alarm rates, and reaction times were sorted

according to voice-pair type (as for the analyses presented in

Sec. III A). A series of independent-sample t-tests was then

carried out on hit rates, false alarm rate, and reaction times for

each voice-pair type, where performance of the secondary

task served as the grouping factor. The results of the 18 indi-

vidual t-tests revealed no significant differences between any

of the measurements for any of the voice-pair types, even at

an uncorrected p-value of 0.05. The lack of a difference in

performance between the two groups may be a result of the

fact that, although this secondary task drew explicit attention

to the number of voices in a block, it was stated clearly in the

instructions given to all participants before commencing the

experiment that each block could potentially contain more

than one voice, and that this would change from block to

block in an unpredictable manner.

1. Number of voices per block

The results for this question are presented in Table II. A

two-way, repeated-measures analysis of variance was carried

out on the rate at which speakers thought a block contained

more than one voice. Because of the extreme values for

some conditions, an arcsine transform was carried out on the

dependent variable. There were two within-subject factors:

the formant-space difference between the two voices (0, 10,

20%), and voice source homogeneity. A significant main

effect was found for both formant-space difference

[F(2,26)¼ 6.51, p¼ 0.0051] and voice source homogeneity

[F(1,13)¼ 258.53, p< 0.0001], as well as a significant inter-

action between the two [F(2,26)¼ 9.86, p¼ 0.0006]. When

voice sources were heterogeneous, listeners indicated hear-

ing more than one voice in a block in 96.5% of cases, and

there is no significant effect for formant-space difference

[F(2,26)¼ 1.58, p¼ 0.2246]. When voice sources were ho-

mogenous, listeners reported hearing more than one voice in

16.8% of cases and the effect of formant-space difference is

significant [F(2,26)¼ 11.54, p¼ 0.0040].

2. Confidence in number of voices per block

A similar analysis of variance was applied to the rate at

which listeners were sure of the number of voices in a block,

revealing the same pattern of results, presented in Table III. A

significant main effect was found for both formant-space dif-

ference [F(2,26)¼ 3.72, p¼ 0.038] and voice source homoge-

neity [F(1,13)¼ 35.78, p< 0.0001], as well as a significant

interaction between the two [F(2,26)¼ 5.17, p¼ 0.0129].

When voice sources were heterogeneous, listeners indicated

being unsure of the number of voices in the block in only

4.3% of cases and there is no significant effect for formant-

space difference [F(2,26)¼ 1.58, p¼ 0.2246]. When voice

sources were homogenous, listeners indicated being unsure of

the number of voices in the block in 26.5% of cases and the

effect of formant-space difference is significant [F(2,26)

¼ 11.54, p¼ 0.0040].

3. Summary of results

When voices in a block had heterogeneous source char-

acteristics, listeners were very likely to hear multiple voices

and were confident of this assessment, regardless of the dif-

ference in the formant-spaces of the voices. When voices in

a block had homogenous source characteristics, listeners

were most likely to think that there is a single voice in the

block. Even in cases where the formant-spaces of voices dif-

fered by 20%, listeners only reported hearing more than one

voice in 35.7% of cases. Voice source homogeneity also led

to uncertainty regarding the number of voices in the block,

and this uncertainty was increased by formant-space differ-

ences between voices. Finally, in cases where voices shared

source and formant-space characteristics (effectively a

single-voice condition), listeners reported being unsure of

the number of voices in the block in 14.3% of cases, indicat-

ing that the experimental design may have led to a hyper-

awareness of speaker-changes.

1Extrinsic information is information which is not carried by a vowel sound

itself, while intrinsic information is carried within the vowel (Ainsworth,

1975, Nearey 1989). For example, the average pitch or formant frequen-

cies of a carrier phrase that precedes a vowel is extrinsic to the vowel,

while the formant frequencies and pitch of the vowel are intrinsic to it.
2The distinction between active and passive control structures, and their

implications for theories of normalization is discussed in detail in Magnu-

son and Nusbaum (2007). In short, active control structures allow for the

same input to result in different outputs based on the specific listening sit-

uation, while passive control structures feature a predictable and rigid rela-

tionship between input and output regardless of context.
3This experiment is a replication of Experiment 4 in Nusbaum and Magnu-

son (1992). The pattern of results reported for that experiment are

TABLE II. Percent of rounds in which listeners reported hearing more than

one voice in a block, presented by voice-pair type. Numbers in parentheses

are the standard errors of each mean.

More than 1 voice in block

Formant-space difference

Voice source 0% 10% 20%

Homogeneous 4.8 (2.1) 9.8 (4.9) 35.7 (9)

Heterogeneous 97.6 (1.6) 99.1 (0.9) 92.9 (3.1)

TABLE III. Percent of rounds in which listeners reported being unsure of

the number of voices in a block, presented by voice-pair type. Numbers in

parentheses are the standard errors of each mean.

Unsure of number of voices in block

Formant-space difference

Voice source 0% 10% 20%

Homogeneous 14.3 (4.4) 25.9 (5) 39.3 (5.7)

Heterogeneous 4.8 (2) 4.5 (2.5) 3.6 (2.4)
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generally consistent with what is reported in Experiment 1 of Magnuson

and Nusbaum (2007). Unfortunately, the authors do not provide a full

accounting of results, nor do they provide a useful description of their

vowel stimuli. For those reasons, the results of that experiment will not be

discussed here.
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